Example 3: Schematic paste-in from photo

Figure 2. Common emitter amplifier simulation with values
Don’t do this! The student took a photo of the computer monitor and then pasted the
image into a laboratory report. Lines are distorted (not square) and there is an undesirable and
non-uniform grey background color. Use screen capture within the computer instead (but then
you need to get rid of the grey) or a copy and paste of the circuit itself to a program that accepts
that representation. In addition, this would be a much better schematic if the long horizontal
wires were shortened to make the figure more compact. Note the unsatisfactory connection to
ground for resistor RB2, the failure to use polarized capacitor symbols, and the “non-standard”
35K resistor value. These are not so much figure problems as design and simulation use issues.
Example 3: Schematic Figure from LTSpice:

Figure 3. Common Emitter Amplifier for Lab 6
This has many of the problems pointed out above, but was captured from the screen
instead of by photograph. A graphics program or the picture editing facilities of Word should be
used to turn the background color from grey to white. Note the very awkward and distracting
placement of the DC supply and the lack of polarized capacitor symbols.
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Example 4: Annotated Schematic
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Figure 2. Measured DC operating point values
It would seem that this figure was constructed by pasting an image of the circuit from
LTSpice into Word, then annotating it using Word’s “shapes” that can be added to the page. A
problem with this approach is that the annotations are not connected to the image. If you add or
subtract lines, things don’t maintain their relative positions. The “arrange / group” tool can help
by making all the graphic elements part of the same object. (I normally do that in PowerPoint or
some other program before pasting into Word.)
In many respects this is a very nice figure, and illustrates clearly the bias point values for
the transistor. However, black should be used for the wiring and components rather than grey.
(The LTSpice image should have been picture edited to black before adding the annotations.)
The DC power supply seems to be overwhelmingly prominent. A simple arrow connection to
12V is much preferable. The arrows should not overlay on the writing (that may have occurred
in transcription, as this figure was constructed in Word using that programs tools and is not held
together except by the page layout, as mentioned earlier. That makes figure re-use very
difficult.) I would also not use the same kind of arrows to point to nodes for Voltage as is used
for currents. That might cause confusion.
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